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In this paper we investigate the global existence and the dynamics of a coupled
system of nonlinear parabolic equations where the nonlinear ``reaction function''
 .may depend on both continuous infinite or finite and discrete delays. It is shown
that if the reaction function is locally Lipschitz continuous and the system pos-
sesses a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions then there exists a unique global
solution to the system without any quasimonotone condition on the reaction
function. For systems with mixed quasimonotone reaction functions we use the
monotone method to establish more dynamic property of the parabolic system in
terms of the quasisolutions of the corresponding elliptic system. This approach
 .yields a global attractor of the parabolic system, and under some additional
conditions this attractor leads to the existence and asymptotic stability of a solution
of the elliptic system. Application to three model problems in population dynamics
and chemical reactions is given. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years considerable attention has been given to parabolic
partial differential equations with delays, especially in relation to
reaction-diffusion systems where the reaction function depends on the
unknown function with time delays. However, most of the discussions are
either for scalar parabolic equations or for coupled systems with discrete
 w x.delays cf. 5]10, 12]16, 18 . In this paper we consider a coupled system of
parabolic equations where the reaction function may depend on both
 .continuous infinite or finite and discrete delays. The system of equations
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under consideration is given in the form
­ u r­ t y L u s f t , x , u, J )u t ) 0, x g V .  .i i i i
B u s h t , x t ) 0, x g ­ V i s 1, . . . , N .  .  .i i i
1.1 .u t , x s h t , x t g I , x g V , .  .  .i i i
 .  .where u ' u , . . . , u , J)u s J )u , . . . , J )u , V is a bounded1 N 1 1 N N
p  .domain in R p s 1, 2, . . . with boundary ­ V, and for each i s
1, . . . , N, L and B are the elliptic and boundary operators given byi i
p p
 i. 2  i.L u s a t , x ­ u r­ x ­ x q b t , x ­ u r­ x .  . i i jk i j k j i j
j, ks1 js1 1.2 .
B u s a ­ u r­n q b t , x u i s 1, . . . , N . .  .i i i i i i
 .In 1.2 , ­r­n denotes the outward normal derivative on ­ V, and the
boundary coefficients a and b are given either by a s 0, b s 1i i i i
 .  .Dirichlet condition or by a s 1, b G 0 Neumann or Robin condition .i i
 .The interval I and the components J )u in 1.1 are given, respectively,i i i
by
xy `, 0 when i s 1, . . . , n 0I s 1.3 .i  w xy r , 0 when i s n q 1, . . . , N ,i 0
and
t¡
J t y s, x u s, x ds when i s 1, . . . , n .  .H i i 0~J )u s 1.4y`  .i i ¢u t y r , x when i s n q 1, . . . , N. .i i 0
 .The integral term in 1.4 represents an infinite continuous delay while
 .u t y r , x denotes a discrete delay. If for some or all i with 1 F i F ni i 0
the continuous delay is given by the finite integral
t
J )u s J t y s, x u s, x ds, 1.5 .  .  .Hi i i i
yri
 .where 0 - r - `, then the semi-infinite interval I in 1.3 is replaced byi i
w x  .yr , 0 . The above consideration implies that system 1.1 may consist of ai
combination of finite and infinite continuous delays as well as discrete
delays. In the special case of n s N or n is zero the delays in the system0 0
are either of continuous type or of discrete type, respectively. When n is0
 .not zero we assume that for each i s 1, . . . , n , J t, x is piecewise0 i
 .continuous in t, Holder continuous in x uniformly in t , and possesses the
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property
`
J t , x G 0 for t G 0 and J t , x dt s 1 x g V . 1.6 .  .  .  .Hi i
0
For finite continuous delay the above condition is replaced by
J t , x G 0 for 0 F t F r , J t , x ' 0 for t ) r , .  .i i i i
and
ri
J t , x dt s 1 x g V . 1.7 .  .  .H i
0
 .Unless otherwise stated we use the integral form J )u in 1.4 for eitheri i
infinite or finite continuous delay.
 .In the system 1.1 some of the parabolic equations may be replaced by
ordinary differential equations. Since the treatment for coupled parabolic-
ordinary systems is similar to that for parabolic systems with L s 0 andi
.without the corresponding boundary condition we only consider the
 .parabolic system 1.1 with the understanding that L may be identicallyi
 w x .zero for some values of i see 10, 12 for some detailed discussions .
 .Parabolic systems in the form 1.1 have been investigated by many
investigators, and most of the discussions are devoted to the existence and
 w x.asymptotic behavior of the solution cf. 7]9, 12]16, 18 . In earlier works
the system is usually formulated as an evolution equation of functional
type, and the existence-dynamic problem is investigated by semi-group
 w x.approach e.g., see 8, 13]16 . Recently, the method of upper and lower
solutions and its associated monotone iterations have been used to study
 .  wthe existence and dynamics of 1.1 for the case of discrete delays cf. 5,
x.10, 12 . An advantage of the monotone method is that it leads to a
computational algorithm for the computation of numerical solutions e.g.,
w x.see 5, 6 . However, in the iteration process by the monotone method it is
 .  .required that the reaction function f ' f , . . . , f in 1.1 possesses a1 N
mixed quasimonotone property in the sector between upper and lower
solutions.
 .The purpose of this paper is twofold: 1 to show the existence and
 .uniqueness of a solution for the more general delayed system 1.1 without
 .any quasimonotone condition on the nonlinear function f , . . . , f , and1 N
 .  .2 to investigate the dynamic property of 1.1 by establishing a global
attractor in relation to the quasisolutions of the corresponding elliptic
system. In some cases this attractor leads to the asymptotic stability of a
 .solution of the elliptic system. The existence-uniqueness result in item 1
is given in Section 2 while the dynamic problem is discussed in Section 3.
In Section 4, we give an application of these results to three model
problems arising from population dynamics and chemical reactions.
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2. EXISTENCE THEOREMS FOR NONQUASIMONOTONE
FUNCTIONS
Let T ) 0 be an arbitrary finite number, and let V s V j ­ V. Set
x x w xD s 0, T = V , S s 0, T = ­ V , D s 0, T = V , T T T
 i. x  i. xQ s y `, 0 = V , Q s y `, T = V 0 T
 i. xQ s y `, T = V , for i s 1, . . . , n ,T 0
 i. w x  i. w xQ s yr , 0 = V , Q s yr , T = V ,0 i T i
 i. w xQ s yr , T = V , for i s n q 1, . . . , N ,T i 0
Q s Q1. = ??? = QN . , Q s Q1. = ??? = QN . ,0 0 0 T T T
1. N .Q s Q = ??? = Q .T T T
a  .Denote by C D the space of Holder continuous functions in D withT T
 . 1, 2 .exponent a g 0, 1 , and by C D the class of functions which are onceT
continuously differentiable in t and twice continuously differentiable in x.
 .The space of continuous functions in D is denoted by C D . ForT T
vector-valued functions we use the product spaces
C D ' C D = ??? = C D , .  .  .T T T
C a D ' C a D = ??? = D . .  .  .T T T
Similar notations are used for other function spaces and other domains.
We assume that for each i s 1, . . . , N, the coefficients of L and the firsti
 i. a .  .partial derivatives of a are in C D , the boundary coefficient b isj, k T i
a  . 1qa  .in C S , and ­ V is of class C . The function f t, x, u, v is assumedT i
 .  .Holder continuous in t, x g D and locally Lipschitz continuous in u, v .T
The boundary and initial data h , h are assumed Holder continuous oni i
S and Q i., respectively, and h satisfies the compatibility conditionT 0 i
 .  .h 0, x s h 0, x when a s 0, b s 1. For infinite delays we also assumei i i i
 . 1 .  0 <  . < .that h ?, t g L y`, 0 that is, H h t, x dt - ` . The above generali y` i
assumptions are used to ensure the existence of a classical solution to
 .1.1 . Our approach to the problem is by the method of upper and lower
solutions which are defined as follows:
 .  .DEFINITION 2.1. Two functions u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u inÄ Ä Ä Ã Ã Ã1 N 1 N
a 1, 2 .  .  .C Q l C D are called coupled upper and lower solutions of 1.1T T
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if u G u in Q and ifÄ Ã T
 :­ u r­ t y L u G f t , x , v, w for all v, w g u, u with ¨ s u .Ä Ä Ã Ä Äi i i i i i
 :­ u r­ t y L u F f t , x , v, w for all v, w g u, u with ¨ s ¨ .Ã Ã Ã Ä Ãi i i i i i
B u G h t , x G B u on S .Ä Ãi i i i i T
2.1 . i.u t , x G h t , x G u t , x in Q i s 1, . . . , N . .  .  .  .Ä Ãi i i 0
In the above definition, inequalities between two vectors are in the
componentwise sense and
 :u, u ' u g C Q ; u F u F u . 2.2 .Ã Ä Ã Ä 4 .T
It is easy to see that the above definition of upper and lower solutions
w xcoincides with the definition in 10, 12 when the reaction function f '
 .f , . . . , f is mixed quasimonotone. Throughout this section we assume1 N
that a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions exist, and for each
i s 1, . . . , N, f satisfies the Lipschitz conditioni
< < < <f t , x , u, w y f t , x , u9, w9 F K u y u9 q w y w9 .  . .i i i
 :u, u9, w, w9 g u, u 2.3 . .Ã Ä
< < < < < <for some constant K ) 0, where u ' u q ??? q u for any u si 1 N
 . Nu , . . . , u in R .1 N
ÃFor each i s 1, . . . , N, we define a truncated function f such thati
Ã  :f t , x , u, w s f t , x , u, w when u , w g u, u .  . Ã Äi i
Ãand f satisfies the global Lipschitz conditioni
Ã Ã < < < <f t , x , u, w y f t , x , u9, w9 F K u y u9 q w y w9 .  .  .i i i
for all u, u9, w, w9 g R N . 2.4 .
 .  .  .This can be done by replacing the component u , w of u, w in f ?, u, wj l i
 .  .  .by the corresponding component u , w when u , w ) u , w , and byÄ Ä Ä Äj l j l j l
 .  .  .u , w when u , w - u , w . With this modification the pair u, u satisfyÃ Ã Ã Ã Ä Ãj l j l j l
the relation
Ã­ u r­ t y L u G f t , x , v, w for all v, w g C D with ¨ s u .Ä Ä Ä .i i i i T i i
Ã­ u r­ t y L u F f t , x , v, w for all v, w g C D with ¨ s u .Ã Ã Ã .i i i i T i i
i s 1, . . . , N . 2.5 .  .
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Let u i denote the vector u where the ith component of u is replaced by uX .i
 .Then the global Lipschitz condition 2.4 implies that
Ã X Ã iK u q f ?, u, w G K u q f ?, u , w .  .i i i i i i
for all u, w g R N whenever u G uX . 2.6 .i i
 .Our first goal is to show that the truncated problem 1.1 , where f isi
Ãreplaced by f , has a unique global solution. To this goal we use an initiali
0. a k . .  .  4iteration u g C D l C D and construct a sequence u 'T T
 k . k .4u , . . . , u from the linear iteration process1 N
k . ky1. Ã ky1. ky1.L u s K u q f t , x , u , J)u in D .i i i i i T
B uk . s h t , x on S .i i i T
uk . t , x s h t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , N , 2.7 .  .  .  .i i 0
 .where k s 1, 2, . . . , K is the Lipschitz constant in 2.4 , andi
L u s ­ u r­ t y L u q K u .i i i i i i i
The above construction is crucial for proving the existence of a unique
 .solution to the original problem 1.1 .
 k .4To show the convergence of the sequence u we make the transfor-
mation w s eyg t u for some positive constant g ) 0, and transform the
 .truncated problem 1.1 to the form
L w q g w s f U t , x , w, J)w in D .i i i i T
B w s hU t , x on S .i i i T
w t , x s hU t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , N , 2.8 .  .  .  .i i 0
where hU s eyg th , hU s eyg th , andi i i i
U yg t Ã g t g tf t , x , w, J)w s K w q e f t , x , e w, J) e w . 2.9 .  .  . .i i i i
Similarly the transformation w k . s eyg t uk . transforms the iteration
 .process 2.7 to the form
L w k . q g w k . s f U t , x , w ky1. , J)w ky1. in D .i i i i T
B w k . s hU t , x on S .i i i T
w k . s hU t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , N , 2.10 .  .  .i i 0
k .  k . k ..where w ' w , . . . , w . By the integral representation for linear1 N
 k .4parabolic boundary-value problems, the sequences w may be expressed
by
t Uk . ky1. ky1.w t , x s dt G t , x ; t , j f w , J)w t , j dj .  .  .  . .H Hi i i
0 V
t ky1. 0.q dt G t , x ; t , j c t , j dj q I t , x 2.11 .  .  .  .H H i i i
0 ­ V
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 .when a s 1, b G 0 Neumann and Robin condition , and byi i
t Uk . ky1. ky1.w t , x s dt G t , x ; t , j f w , J)w t , j dj .  .  .  . .H Hi i i
0 V
­ Gt i 1.q dt t , x ; t , j c t , j dj q I t , x 2.12 .  .  .  .H H i i­n0 ­ V j
 .when a s 0, b s 1 Dirichlet condition , wherei i
f U w, J*w t , x ' f U t , x , w t , x , J)w t , x . 2.13 .  .  .  .  .  . . .i i
In the above integral representations, G and G are the respective funda-i i
mental solution and Green's function of L q g , c k . and c are thei i i
respective densities of the single layer and double layer potentials, and I 0.i
and I 1. are given byi
I 0. t , x s G t , x ; 0, j h 0, j dj .  .  .Hi i i
V
I 1. t , x s G t , x ; 0, j h 0, j dj .  .  .Hi i i
V
k . w x.  4  .cf. 3, 9, 12 . We show that the sequence w converges in C D to aT
 .  .unique solution of the corresponding integral equations 2.11 ] 2.12 .
5 5When no confusion arises we use the same norm notation ? for the0
 .  .space C D as well as for C D . The following lemma gives someT T
U  .properties of the function f w, J*w in the space X ' X = ??? = X ,i 1 N
where
Ua  i.X ' w g C D l C D ; w s h in Q , i s 1, . . . , N. . 4 .i i T T i i 0
2.14 .
 .LEMMA 2.1. Let condition 2.4 hold. Then for any w, w9 g X ,
U a .  .  .f w, J)w g C D l C D andi T T
U 5 5f w, J)w y f w9, J)w9 F 3K w y w9 i s 1, . . . , N . .  .  .0i i i
2.15 .
U a .  .  .Proof. To prove f w, J)w g C D l C D it suffices to showi T T
a  i.Ã .  .  .the same for f u, J)u when u g C D l C D with u s h in Q .i T T i i 0
Consider the case i s 1, . . . , n for continuous delay. Without loss of0
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 .generality we may only treat the case of infinite delay. By 1.4 ,
0 t
J )u t , x s J t y s, x h s, x ds q J s, x u t y s, x ds .  .  .  .  .  .H Hi i i i i i
y` 0
' I t , x q I t , x . .  .1 2
 .  .  . 1 .Let t, x , t9, x9 g D . By 1.5 , h g L y`, 0 , and the Holder continu-T i
ity property of J and h , we havei i
01. 1.I t , x y I t9, x9 F J t y s, x y J t9 y s, x9 h s, x ds .  .  .  .  . .Hi i i i i
y`
0
q J t9 y s, x9 h s, x y h s, x9 ds .  .  . .H i i i
y`
< < a < < a < < aF c t y t9 q x y x9 q c x y x9 .i i
for some constant c . Similarly,i
2. 2.I t , x y I t9, x9 .  .i i
t
F J s, x u t y s, x ds .  . .H i i
t9
t9
q J s, x u t y s, x y J s, x9 u t9 y s, x9 ds .  .  .  .H i i i i
0
X < < X < < a < < aF c t y t9 q c t y t9 q x y x9 .i i
for some constant cX. This shows that J )u is Holder continuous in Di i i T
 .for i s 1, . . . , n . In view of 1.4 , J )u is Holder continuous in D for0 i i T
Ã .i s n q 1, . . . , N. It follows from the Holder continuity of f t, x, u, J)u0 i
Ã .  .  .in t, x and the Lipschitz condition 2.4 that f u, J)u is Holder continu-i
aÃ .  .  .ous in D . This proves f u, J)u g C D l C D for i s 1, . . . , N.T i T T
 .  .  .To show the relation 2.15 we observe from 2.4 and 2.9 that
U Uf w, J)w y f w9, J)w9 .  .i i
X yg t g t g tÃ< <F K w y w q e f e w, J) e w . .i i i i
g t g tÃyf e w9, J) e w9 . .i 2.16 .
X yg t g t< < < <F K w y w q K e e w y w9i i i i
g tq J) e w y w9 . . .
 .  .Since by 1.4 , 1.5 , and w s w9 s h* in Q ,0
tX Xg t g sJ ) e w y w F J t y s, x e w s, x y w s, x ds .  .  .  . . Hi i i i i i
0
g t 5 X 5F e w y w 0i i
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for i s 1, . . . , n , and0
X Xg t g tJ ) e w y w s e w t y r , x y w t y r , x .  .  . .i i i i i i i
g t 5 5F e w y w9 0
for i s n q 1, . . . , N, we see that0
X Xg t g t 5 5 5 5J) e w y w9 F e w y w q ??? q w y w .  . . 0 01 1 N N
g t 5 5s e w y w9 .0
 .Using the above estimate in 2.16 leads to
XU U < < 5 5f w, J)w y f w9, J)w9 F K w y w q 2 K w y w9 .  . 0i i i i i i
5 5F 3K w y w9 .0i
This proves the lemma.
 .Based on the global Lipschitz condition 2.15 we have the following
existence result for the truncated problem.
Ã  .THEOREM 2.1. Let f satisfy condition 2.4 . Then the truncated problemi
Ã .  .1.1 where f is replaced by f has a unique solution u* t, x . Moreo¨er, fori i
0. a 0. k . .  .  4any u g C D l C D with u s h in Q the sequence u ob-T T 0
 .tained from 2.7 con¨erges to u* as k ª `.
Proof. We prove the theorem by using the contraction mapping theo-
 .  .rem in C D for the transformed problem 2.8 . For each i s 1, . . . , N,T
U a .  .  .  .define operators A : D A ª R A and F : X ª C D l C D byi i i i T T
A w ' L w q g w w g D A . .i i i i i i i
2.17 .
FU w ' f U w, J)w w g X , .  .  .i i
 .where D A is the domain of A given byi i
U U1, 2  i.D A s w g C D l C D ; Bw s h on S , w s h in Q , .  . 4 .i i T T i i T i i 0
 . U  .  .R A is the range of A , and f w, J)w is given by 2.13 . It is clear fromi i i
U a  .  .Lemma 2.1 that F maps X into C D l C D . In terms of thei T T
U  .operators A and F the iteration process 2.10 may be written asi i
A w k . s FU w ky1. w k . g D A i s 1, . . . , N , .  . .i i i i i
and in vector form it becomes
Aw k . s F* w ky1. w k . g D A , 2.18 .  .  . .
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 .  .  .where D A s D A = ??? = D A and1 N
Aw s A w , . . . , A w .1 1 N N
F* w s FU w , . . . , FU w . .  .  . .1 N
It is known that the inverse operator Ay1 exists and possesses the
property
y1y1 y15 5 5 5A w y A w9 F g q K w y w9 .0 0
afor w, w9 g C D l C D 2.19 .  . .T T
 4  w x.  .where K ' min K , . . . , K cf. 9 . This implies that eq. 2.18 is1 n
equivalent to
w k . s Ay1F* w ky1. w k . g D A 2.20 .  .  . .
which may be considered as a compact form for the integral representation
a .  .  .  .  .2.11 ] 2.12 in the space C D l C D . Since by 2.15 there exists aT T
constant K, independent of g , such that
5 5F* w y F* w9 F K w y w9 for w, w9 g X , .  . 00
 .the relation 2.19 implies that
y1y1 y1 5 5A F* w y A F* w9 F K g q K w y w9 for w, w9 g X . .  .  . 00
 y1 .It follows by choosing g ) K that A F* possesses a contraction prop-
k . 4  .erty in X . This ensures that the sequence w converges in C D toT
 .  .  .  .some w* g C D . By the equivalence between 2.20 and 2.11 ] 2.12T
Uk . 4  .  .  .the sequences w given by 2.11 and 2.12 converge in C D to w ,i T i
U  .where w , i s 1, . . . , N, are the components of w*. Letting k ª ` in 2.11i
 . w x k . Uand 2.12 the argument used in 10 shows that c ª c for somei i
continuous function c U , and wU satisfies the integral equationi i
tU Uw t , x s dt G t , x ; t , j f w*, J)w* t , j dj .  .  .  . .H Hi i i
0 V
2.21 .
t U 0.q dt G t , x ; t , j c t , j dj q I t , x .  .  .H H i i i
0 ­ V
when a s 1, b G 0, and it satisfies the integral equationi i
tU Uw t , x s dt G t , x ; t , j f w*, J)w* t , j dj .  .  .  . .H Hi i i
0 V
2.22 .
­ Gt i 1.q dt t , x ; t , j c t , j dj q I t , x .  .  .H H i i­n0 ­ V j
when a s 0, b s 1. Since w* is continuous in D , a ladder argument asi i T
1, 2w x  .  .that in 10 shows that w* g C D l C D and is a classical solutionT T
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 . k . g t k .  k .4of 2.8 . It follows from u s e w that the sequence u governed by
 . yg t2.7 converges to a unique solution u* s e w* of the truncated problem
 .1.1 . This proves the theorem.
It is obvious from Theorem 2.1 that if the solution u* of the truncated
Ã .  :  .  .problem 1.1 is in u, u then f u*, J)u* s f u*, J)u* , and therefore u*Ã Ä
 .is the solution of the original problem 1.1 . We show this in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 2.2. Let u, u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions ofÄ Ã
 .  .  .1.1 , and let f ?, u, w satisfy the Lipschitz condition 2.3 for i s 1, . . . , N.i
 .  .  :Then problem 1.1 has a unique solution u* t, x and u* g u, u .Ã Ä
ÃProof. By the definition of the truncated function f it suffices to showi
that for any finite T the solution u* of the truncated problem satisfies
k . 4u F u* F u in D . We prove this by showing that the sequence u inÃ Ä T
k .Theorem 2.1 satisfies the relation u F u F u in D for all k s 1, 2, . . .Ã Ä T
when it holds at k s 0.
1. 1.  .  . 0.Let z s u y u , i s 1, . . . , N. By 2.7 , 2.1 , and u F u F u, zÄ Ã Äi i i i
satisfies the boundary-initial relation
B z 1. s B u y h t , x G 0 on S .Äi i i i i T
2.23 .
z 1. t , x s u t , x y h t , x G 0 in Q i. .  .  .Äi i i 0
and the differential relation
1. 0. Ã 0. 0.L z s ­ u r­ t y L u q K u y K u q f u , J)u .Ä Ä Ä .  .i i i i i i i i i i
G f v, w q K u y K u0. q f u0. , J)u0. 2.24 .  .  . .Ä  .i i i i i i
 : 0.  .for any v, w g u, u with ¨ s u . Since u F u the relation 2.6 withÃ Ä Ä Äi i
 0.. i 0.  .v s u and w s J)u imply that the right-hand side of 2.24 is
nonnegative. It follows from the positivity lemma for parabolic
1.  w x.boundary-value problems that z G 0 in D cf. 9 . This leads toi T
u1. F u. A similar argument using the property of a lower solution givesÄ
u1. G u.Ã
k .Assume, by induction that u F u F u in D for some k ) 1. Then byÃ Ä T
 .  . kq1. kq1.2.7 and 2.1 , z ' u y u satisfies the relationÄi i i
L z kq1. G f v, w q K u y K uk . q f uk . , J)uk . .  . .Ä  .i i i i i i i i
 :  .  k .. ifor all v, w g u, u with ¨ s u . It follows again from 2.6 with v s uÃ Ä Äi i
and w s J)uk . that the right-hand side of the above inequality is nonneg-
kq1.  .ative. Since z satisfies the boundary-initial condition 2.23 , the posi-i
kq1. kq1.tivity lemma ensures that z G 0 in D . This yields u F u. AÄi T
similar argument gives ukq1. G u. By the induction principle, u F uk . F uÃ Ã Ä
 k .4for every k. The convergence of u to u* ensures that u F u* F u. ThisÃ Ä
proves the theorem.
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3. DYNAMICS OF THE SYSTEM
 .In this section we investigate the dynamics of the parabolic system 1.1
in relation to its corresponding steady-state problem
yL u s f x , u, u in V .i i i i s 1, . . . , N . 3.1 .  .
B u s h x on ­ V .i i i
The following hypothesis will be assumed.
 .  .  .H i The coefficients of L , B and the functions f , h in 1.1i i i i
are all independent of t.
 .  .   .  .. 1ii The function f ?, u, v ' f ?, u, v , . . . , f ?, u, v is a C -1 N
function of u, v and is mixed quasimonotone in a subset L of R N.
Recall that by writing vectors u, v in R N in the split forms
w x w x w x w xu ' u , u , u , v ' v , v , .  .a b c di i i i i
w x  .where u denotes a vector with s components of u, the function f ?, u, vs
is said to have a mixed quasimonotone property in L if for each i s
1, . . . , N, there exist nonnegative integers a , b , c and d with a q b si i i i i i
 .N y 1 and c q d s N such that f ?, u, v is monotone nondecreasing ini i i
w x w x w x w x u , v and is monotone nonincreasing in u , v for all u, v g L cf.a c b di i i iw x.  .9, 10 . If b s d s 0 for all i then f ?, u, v is said to be quasimonotonei i
 .nondecreasing in L. It is easy to see that if f ?, u, v is mixed quasimono-
 :  .tone in the sector u, u then the differential inequalities for u, u in 2.1Ã Ä Ä Ã
are equivalent to
w x w x w x w x­ u r­ t y L u G f x , u , u , u , J)u , J)uÄ Ä Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã .a b c di i i i i i i i i
3.2 .
w x w x w x w x­ u r­ t y L u F f x , u , u , u , J)u , J)u .Ã Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã Ä .a b c di i i i i i i i i
The boundary and initial inequalities for u, u remain the same as that inÄ Ã
 .  .2.1 . For the elliptic system 3.1 the requirements of coupled upper and
 .  .lower solutions, denoted by u ' u , . . . , u and u ' u , . . . , u , re-Ä Ä Ä Ã Ã Ãs 1 N s 1 N
spectively, are given by u G u in V andÄ Ãs s
w x w x w x w xyL u G f x , u , u , u , u , uÄ Ä Ä Ã Ä Ã .a b c di i i i i i i i in V .w x w x w x w xyL u F f x , u , u , u , u , uÃ Ã Ã Ä Ã Ä .a b c di i i i i i i i
B u G h x G B u on ­ V i s 1, . . . , N . 3.3 .  .  .Ä Ãi i i i i
 .Notice that the requirement of the differential inequalities in 3.3 is more
 w x.stringent than that for standard elliptic systems when d / 0 cf. 9 . Sincei
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 .for u ' u xi i
`t
J )u s J t y s, x u x ds s J s, x ds u x s u x , .  .  .  .  .H Hi i i i i i i /y` 0
 .  .we see from 3.2 and 3.3 that every pair of upper and lower solutions of
 .  .3.1 is also a pair of upper and lower solutions of 1.1 whenever
 :u F h F u in Q . By Theorem 2.1, the sector u , u is an invariant setÃ Ä Ã Äs s 0 s s
 .  .  :of 1.1 in the sense that if h t,? g u , u for t F 0 then the corre-Ã Äs s
 .  :sponding solution u t,? remains in u , u for all t ) 0. The aim of thisÃ Äs s
 . section is to establish a global attractor for the system 1.1 with respect to
 :.u , u and to give a sufficient condition for the asymptotic stability of aÃ Äs s
steady-state solution.
 .Given a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions u , u of 3.1 we canÄ Ãs s
m. m. m. m. m. m. 4  4  4  4construct two sequences u ' u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , us 1 N s 1 N
from the uncoupled linear iteration process
m. m. my1.yL u q K u s K ui i i i i i
my1. my1. my1. my1. my1.w x w xq f x , u , u , u , u , ua c /i i b di ii i
yL um. q K um. s K umy1.i i i i i i
my1. my1. my1. my1. my1.w x w xq f x , u , u , u , u , u db /i i ia cii i
m. m.B u s B u s h x i s 1, . . . , N , 3.4 .  .  .i i i i i
0. 0.where m s 1, 2, . . . , u s u , u s u , and K is the Lipschitz constantÃs s i
 .  .  :in 2.3 . It is known that if the hypothesis H holds with L ' u , u thenÃ Äs s
m. m. 4  4the sequences u , u possess the monotone property
m. mq1. mq1.u F u F u F u F u in V ,Ã Äs s s s s
and that the limits
m. m.u x ' lim u x , u x ' lim u x as m ª ` .  .  .  .s s s s
exist and satisfy the equations
w x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u .a cb di i i i s s s si ii i in Vw x w xyL u s f x , u , u , u , u , u .b da ci i i i s s s si ii i
B u s B u s h x on ­ V i s 1, . . . , N , 3.5 .  .  .i i i i i
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 .  .  w x.where u ' u , . . . , u and u ' u , . . . , u cf. 9, 11 . The functionss 1 N s 1 N
 .  :u , u , called quasisolutions of 3.1 in u , u , are in general not trueÃ Äs s s s
 .solutions. However, if u s u then u is the unique solution of 3.1 ins s s
 :u , u . On the other hand, if f is quasimonotone nondecreasing inÃ Äs s
 :  .u , u that is, b s d s 0 for all i then u and u are true solutions andÃ Äs s i i s s
 .  :  w x.are called maximal and minimal solutions of 3.1 in u , u cf. 9 . WeÃ Äs s
show that in either case the sector
 :u , u ' u g C V ; u F u F u . 4s s s s
 .  :is an attractor of the system 1.1 for h g u , u , and under someÃ Äs s
 .additional conditions it is a global attraction of 1.1 .
 .To achieve the above goal we imbed the system 1.1 into an extended
system of 2 N equations in the form
­ u r­ t y L u s F x , u, v, J)u, J)v .i i i i t ) 0, x g V .
­ ¨ r­ t y L ¨ s G x , u, v, J)u, J)v .i i i i
B u s h x , B ¨ s p x t ) 0, x g ­ V .  .  .i i i i i i
3.6 .
u t , x s h t , x , ¨ t , x s n t , x in Q i s 1, . . . , N , .  .  .  .  .i i i i 0
where
w x w x w xF x , u, v, J)u, J)v ' f x , u , u , M y v , J )u , J) M y v .  . .a b c di i i i i i i
G x , u, v, J)u, J)v .i
w x w x w x' yf x , M y ¨ , M y v , u , J) M y v , J)u . .a b dci i i i i ii
p x ' M b y h x , n t , x ' M y h t , x i s 1, . . . , N , .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i i
3.7 .
 .and M ' M , . . . , M is any constant vector satisfying M G u in V.Ä1 N s
 .Similarly, the corresponding extended elliptic system of 3.1 is given by
yL u s F x , u, v, u, v .i i i t g V .yL ¨ s G x , u, v, u, v .i i i
B u s h x , B ¨ s p x x g ­ V i s 1, . . . , N . 3.8 .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i
 .It is easy to see from the mixed quasimonotone property of f ' f , . . . , f1 N
that the 2 N-vector function
F ?, w, J)w .
' F w, J)w , . . . , F w, J)w , G w, J)w , . . . , G w, J)w 3.9 .  .  .  .  . .1 N 1 N
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 :is quasimonotone nondecreasing in w , w , whereÃ Äs s
w ' u , v ' u , . . . , u , M y u , . . . , M y uÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Ã Ã .  .s s s 1 N 1 1 N N
w ' u , v ' u , . . . , u , M y u , . . . , M y uÃ Ã Ã Ã Ã Ä Ä .  .s s s 1 N 1 1 N N 3.10 .
 :w , w ' w ' u, v ; w F w F w . 4 .Ã Ä Ã Äs s s s
w xMoreover, we have the following results from 11 .
 .  :  .THEOREM A. Let hypothesis H hold with L ' u , u . Then i uÃ Ä Äs s s
 .and u are coupled upper and lower solutions of 3.1 if and only ifÃ s
 .  .u , M y u and u , M y u are ordered upper and lower solutions ofÄ Ã Ã Äs s s s
 .  .  .  :3.8 , ii u and u are the quasisolutions of 3.1 in u , u if and only ifÃ Äs s s s
 .  .u , M y u and u , M y u are the maximal and minimal solutions ofs s s s
 .  :  .  .  .3.8 in w , w , and iii u is the unique solution of 3.1 and u , M y uÃ Äs s s s s
 .is the unique solution of 3.8 if u s u .s s
 .  .For the parabolic systems 3.1 and 3.6 we ha¨e
LEMMA 3.1. Let u, u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions ofÄ Ã
 .  .  :1.1 , and let hypothesis H hold with L ' u, u . Then u is the uniqueÃ Ä
 .  :  .solution of 1.1 in u, u if and only if u, M y u is the unique solution ofÃ Ä
 .  :3.6 in w, w , where w s M y u, w s M y u.Ã Ä Ä Ã Ã Ä
Proof. The proof follows from the existence and uniqueness result in
 .Theorem 2.2 and the equivalence relation between the systems 1.1 and
 .3.6 . We omit the details.
 .In view of Lemma 3.1 the dynamics of the system 1.1 can be deter-
 .mined by the solution property of 3.6 . Since the reaction function F in
 .3.9 is quasimonotone nondecreasing the asymptotic behavior of the
 .solution u, v can be investigated by using some special initial function
 .h,n . For this purpose we first establish a positivity lemma for a function
 .z ' z , . . . , z satisfying the relation1 M
M M
­ z r­ t y L z G b z q c J ) z in D . i i i i j j i j j j T
js1 js1
B z G 0 on Si i T
z t , x G 0 in Q i. i s 1, . . . , M , 3.11 .  .  .i 0
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 .  .  .where b ' b t, x , c ' c t, x are in C D , andi j i j i j i j T
t¡
J t y s, x z s, x ds for j s 1, . . . , m , .  .H j j 0~ y`J ) z ' 3.12 .j j ¢z t y r , x for j s m q 1, . . . , M . .j j 0
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let b , c g C D such that b G 0 for j / i and c G 0i j i j T i j i j
1, 2 .  .  .for all i, j s 1, . . . , M, and let z ' z , . . . , z g C D l C D and1 M T T
 .satisfy the inequalities in 3.11 . Then z G 0 in D .T
Proof. A proof for the case with only discrete delay has been given in
w x12 . For the case with continuous delay we need to use a different
 .  .approach. By the relation 3.11 , z ' z , . . . , z satisfies the linear1 M
system
M M
­ z r­ t y L z s b z q c J ) z q q t , x in D . . i i i i j j i j j j i T
js1 js1
B z s g t , x on S .i i i T
z t , x s u t , x in Q i. i s 1, . . . , M , 3.13 .  .  .  .i i 0
where q , g , and u are some continuous nonnegative functions in theiri i i
respective domains. It is obvious that the above system may be considered
 .as a special case of 1.1 with u s z , N s M, and f given by thei i i
 .right-hand side of the differential equation in 3.13 . Consider the case
where the functions b , c , and the data q , g , and u are Holderi j i j i i i
continuous in their respective domains. Since by the hypothesis on b andi j
 .  .c , the function f ' f , . . . , f in 3.13 is quasimonotone nondecreasingi j 1 M
M  .in R , Theorem 2.2 ensures that problem 3.13 has a unique nonnegative
solution if there exist a pair of ordered nonnegative upper and lower
solutions. It is clear from the nonnegative property of q , g , and u thati i i
 .z s 0 is a lower solution. To find a positive upper solution z ' z , . . . , zÃ Ä Ä Ä1 M
we seek it in the form
z s y q r ea t i s 1, . . . , M , .Äi i
 .where r G 1 and a G 1 are some constants to be chosen and y ' y t, xi i
is the nonnegative solution of the linear equation
­ y r­ t y L y s q t , x in D .i i i i T
 .under the same boundary and initial conditions as that in 3.13 . It is easily
seen that z satisfies the boundary and initial inequalities of an upperÄ
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solution. This implies that z is an upper solution ifÄ
M M
a t a t a tar e G b y q r e q c J ) y q r e 3.14 . .  . i j j i j j j
js1 js1
 .  .for every i. Since by 1.4 ] 1.7 ,
`t
a t a s a  tys. a tJ ) r e ' r J t y s, x e ds s r J s, x e ds F r e .  . . H Hj j j
y` 0
 .and similarly for finite continuous delay when j s 1, . . . , m , and0
J ) r ea t s r ea  tyr j. F r ea t .j
 .when j s m q 1, . . . , M, we see from r G 1, a G 1 that relation 3.140
holds if
M M
a G b y q 1 q c J ) y q 1 . .  . i j j i j j j
js1 js1
This inequality is clearly satisfied by a sufficiently large a . With this choice
 .of a and any r G 1, z is a positive upper solution of 3.13 . By TheoremÄ
 .  :2.2, problem 3.13 has a unique nonnegative solution z* in 0, z . SinceÄ
z F r ea t for some r and a , the uniqueness property of the solution
ensures that z s z* G 0 in D .T
If b , c , and the data are only continuous functions we may use thei j i j
 .  .  .integral representations 2.21 ] 2.22 for the solution z of 3.13 . Since the
 .  .function f ' f , . . . , f in 3.13 is globally Lipschitz continuous the1 M
proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that z is the unique solution of the integral
0. m. .  4equation, and for any initial iteration z g C D the sequence zT
m. m. .  .  .given by 2.20 with w replaced by z converges in C D to z. ItT
0.  :follows by using any z g 0, z as the initial iteration the argument inÄ
the proof of Theorem 2.2 for the corresponding integral equations shows
 :that z g 0, z . This leads to z G 0 in D .Ä T
 .Given a pair of coupled upper and lower solutions u , u of 3.1Ä Ãs s
 .  .Theorem A implies that u , M y u and u , M y u are ordered upperÄ Ã Ã Äs s s s
 .and lower solutions of 3.8 . Since the latter pair are also upper and lower
 .solutions of 3.6 when u F h F u and M y u F n F M y u , TheoremÃ Ä Ä Ãs s s s
 .  .2.2 ensures that the extended problem 3.6 has a unique solution u, v
when u F h F u and u F M y n F u . The following theorem gives theÃ Ä Ã Äs s s s
 .  .monotone convergence of the solution u, v when h, n is taken either as
 .  .u , M y u or as u , M y u .Ä Ã Ã Äs s s s
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THEOREM 3.1. Let u , u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutionsÄ Ãs s
 .  .  :  .of 3.1 , and let hypothesis H hold with L ' u , u . Denote by u, vÃ Äs s
 .  .  .  .  .and u, v the solutions of 3.6 with h, n s u , M y u and h, n sÄ Ãs s
 .  .u , M y u , respecti¨ ely. Then u, v con¨erges monotonically from abo¨e toÃ Äs s
 .  .  .the maximal solution u , v of 3.8 as t ª `, and u, v con¨ergess s
 .monotonically from below to the minimal solution u , v . Moreo¨er, v ss s s
 .M y u , v s M y u , and the pair u , u satisfy the equations in 3.5 .s s s s s
w xProof. We prove the theorem by following the same idea as that in 12
using the result of Lemma 3.2. Let d ) 0 be an arbitrary constant, and let
z t , x s w t q d , x y w t , x for i s 1, . . . , 2 N , .  .  .i i i
where
w ' w , . . . , w , w , . . . , w ' u , . . . , u , ¨ , . . . , ¨ , .  .1 N Nq1 2 N 1 N 1 N
 .  .and u and ¨ are the respective components of u and v. By 3.6 , 3.9 , andi i
  .  ..   .  .. 0.u t, x , v t, x s u x , M y u x in Q ,Ã Äs s
­ z r­ t y L z s F w t q d , x , J)w t q d , x .  .  . .i i i i
y F w t , x , J)w t , x in D .  .  . .i T
B z s 0 on Si i T
z t , x G 0 in Q i. i s 1, . . . , 2 N , 3.15 .  .  .i 0
 .  .where F w, J)w s G w, J)w for i s 1, . . . , N. By the mean-valueNq i i
 .theorem, there exist intermediate values j ' j t, x , l s 1, 2, such thatl l
 .the differential relation in 3.15 becomes
2 N 2 N
­ z r­ t y L z s b z q c J ) z , i i i i j j i j j j
js1 js1
where for each i s 1, . . . , 2 N,
b ' ­ F r­ w j , c ' ­ F r­ J )w j , j s 1, . . . , 2 N. .  . .  . .i j i j 1 i j i j j 2
Since by the quasimonotone nondecreasing property of the function
 .F w, J)w , b G 0 for j / i and c G 0 for all i, j s 1, . . . , 2 N we seei j i j
 .from Lemma 3.2 with M s 2 N that z G 0 for i s 1, . . . , 2 N. This leadsi
 .  .  .  .to u t q d , x G u t, x and v t q d , x G v t, x in D . The arbitrarinessT
  .  ..of d ) 0 and T - ` implies that for every x g V, u t, x , v t, x is
  .monotone nondecreasing in t ) 0. A similar argument shows that u t, x ,
 ..   .  ..   .v t, x is monotone nonincreasing in t ) 0 and u t, x , v t, x G u t, x ,
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 ..v t, x . It follows from these properties that the pointwise limits
lim u t , x , v t , x ' u x , v x , .  .  .  . .  .s s
tª`
lim u t , x v t , x ' u x , v x .  .  .  . .  .s s
tª`
exist and satisfy the relation
u t , x , v t , x F u x , v x F u x , v x F u t , x , v t , x .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . . . .  .s s s s
wfor all t ) 0, x g V. Using the positivity Lemma 3.2, the argument in 9,
x  .  .12 shows that u , v and u , v are the respective maximal and minimals s s s
 .solutions of 3.8 and v s M y u , v s M y u . Finally by Theorem A, us s s s s
 .and u satisfy the equations in 3.5 . This proves the theorem.s
Based on Theorem 3.1 we have the following dynamic property of the
 .  :system 1.1 for an arbitrary initial function h in u , u .Ã Äs s
THEOREM 3.2. Let u , u be a pair of coupled upper and lower solutionsÄ Ãs s
 .  .  :of 3.1 , and let hypothesis H hold with L ' u , u . Denote by u 'Ã Äs s s
 .  .  .  .u , . . . , u , u ' u , . . . , u the quasisolutions of 3.1 which satisfy 3.5 .1 N s 1 N
Then for any initial function h satisfying u F h F u in Q the correspond-Ã Äs s 0
 .  .ing solution u* t, x of 1.1 possesses the property
u x F u* t , x F u x as t ª ` x g V . 3.16 .  .  .  .  .
U U  .  :Moreo¨er, if u s u ' u then u is the unique solution of 3.1 in u , uÃ Äs s s s s s
 . U  .and u* t, x ª u x as t ª `.s
 .Proof. Consider the extended problem 3.6 and its corresponding
 .  .  .elliptic system 3.8 . By Theorem A, the pair u , M y u and u , M y uÃ Ã Äs s s s
 .are ordered upper and lower solutions of 3.8 . Since the function
 .  .F ?, w, J)w in 3.9 is quasimonotone nondecreasing and the relation
u F h F u is equivalent to M y u F n F M y u we see that theÃ Ä Ä Ãs s s s
 .  .solutions u, v , u, v in Theorem 3.1 are ordered upper and lower solu-
 .  :tions of 3.6 when h g u , u . By an application of Theorem 2.2,Ã Äs s
 .  .  .  .problem 3.6 has a unique solution u*, v* such that u, v F u*, v* F
 .u, v in D . The arbitrariness of T - ` ensures thatT
qu t , x F u* t , x F u t , x in R = V . 3.17 .  .  .  .
 .  .Since by Theorem 3.1, u, v converges to the maximal solution u , M y us s
 .  .and u, v converges to the minimal solution u , M y u as t ª `, and bys s
 .Theorem A the pair u and u are quasisolutions of 3.1 we conclude froms s
U .  .  .3.17 that u* t, x satisfies the relation 3.16 . Finally, if u s u ' us s s
U  .  :then by Theorem A, u is the unique solution of 3.1 in u , u , and bothÃ Äs s s
U .  .  .  .u t, x and u t, x converge to u x as t ª `. The convergence of u* t, xs
U  .  .to u x as t ª ` follows from 3.17 . This proves the theorem.s
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 :Theorem 3.2 implies that the sector u , u between the quasisolutionss s
 .  :u and u is an attractor of 1.1 for all initial functions h in u , u , andÃ Äs s s s
if u s u then u is a steady-state solution which is asymptotically stables s s
 :with a stability region u , u . In the following theorem we show, underÃ Äs s
 :some additional conditions, that the sector u , u is a global attractor ofs s
 .1.1 for the case of finite continuous and finite discrete delays.
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let the hypotheses in Theorem 3.2 hold, and let u* t, x
 .  .be the solution of 1.1 with an arbitrary initial function h t, x . Assume that
 .J )u is gi¨ en by 1.5 for i s 1, . . . , n . If there exists a finite t* ) 0i i 0
such that
u x F uU t , x F u x for t* y r F t F t*, x g V i s 1, . . . , N .  .  .  .Ã Äi i i i
3.18 .
 .  .  . U  .then u* t, x satisfies relation 3.16 . Moreo¨er, u* t, x ª u x as t ª ` ifs
Uu s u ' u .s s
 . U  .Proof. Let t s t y t*, U t , x s u t q t*, x , and consider the systemi i
 .  .  .1.1 with t s t q t*. By 1.5 , 1.7 , and t* ) 0,
r qtiU UJ )u t , x s J s, x u t y s, x ds .  .  .  .Hi i i i
0
r qti
s J s, x U t y s, x ds .  .H i i
0
t
s J t y s, x U s, x ds s J )U t , x .  .  .  .H i i i i
yri
when i s 1, . . . , n , and0
J )uU t , x s u* t y r , x s U t y r , x s J )U t , x .  .  .  .  .  .i i i i i i
 .when i s n q 1, . . . , N. Using the above relation in 1.1 yields0
­Ur­ t y L U s f x , U, J)U t ) 0, x g V .  .i i i i
B U s h x t ) 0, x g ­ V .  .i i i
U t , x s u* t q t*, x t g I , x g V i s 1, . . . , N , 3.19 .  .  .  .  .i i
 .  . w xwhere U ' U , . . . , U , J)U ' J )U , . . . , J )U , and I s yr , 0 for1 N 1 1 N N i i
all i s 1, . . . , N. It is obvious that the corresponding steady-state problem
 .  .  .of 3.19 is also given by 3.1 . Since by 3.18
w xu x F U t , x F u x for t g yr , 0 = V .  .  .Ã Äi i i i
 .  :the initial function in 3.19 is in u , u for t g I . It follows fromÃ Äs s i
U .  .  .Theorem 3.2 that u x F U t , x F u x as t ª `, and if u s u ' uÃ Äs s s s s
U .  .then U t , x ª u x as t ª `. This proves the theorem.s
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Theorem 3.3 implies that for parabolic systems with a combination of
 .finite continuous and finite discrete delays if the solution u* t, x corre-
 . sponding to an arbitrary initial function h t, x subject to the general
.  :conditions given in Section 2 enters the sector u , u for a suitableÃ Äs s
 :period of time then it is eventually attracted to the sector u , u . Ins s
 .particular, if u ) 0 or u G 0 and u k 0 for all i s 1, . . . , N thenÃ Ã Ãs s i
 :u G u ) 0 and u , u is a positive global attractor. This result is verys s s s
useful for studying the persistence and permanence of various competition
and prey-predator systems in ecology.
4. APPLICATION TO SOME MODEL PROBLEMS
To give some applications of the results obtained in Sections 2 and 3 we
consider three model problems arising from population dynamics and
chemical reactions. In these model problems it is assumed that the
 .  .   ..function J t, x possesses the property 1.6 or 1.7 , the initial functioni
 .h t, x is nonnegative in Q , and the coefficients of L and B are0 i i
independent of t.
 .A A Diffusi¨ e Logistic Model
The first model problem is concerned with a scalar diffusive logistic
model with continuous time delay which is given by
­ ur­ t y Lu s u a y bu y cJ )u t ) 0, x g V .  .
Bu ' a­ ur­n q b us0 t ) 0, x g ­ V . 4.1 .
u t , x s h t , x t g I , x g V , .  .  .
 .  .  .  .where L and B are in the form of 1.2 , a ' a x , b ' b x and c ' c x
a  .  .  xare in C V , and J )u is given in the form 1.4 with either I s y`, 0
w x  .for infinite delay or I s yr, 0 for finite delay. Problem 4.1 has been
w x wtreated in 14 for the care r s 0 and Neumann boundary condition; in 15,
x w x18 for r s 0 and Dirichlet boundary condition; and in 12 for discrete
  ..time delay J )u ' u t y r, x and more general boundary condition. The
main concern in these works is the asymptotic behavior of the solution in
relation to the positive solution of the steady-state problem
yLu s u a y bu y cu in V .
4.2 .
Bu s 0 on ­ V .
 .  .Since problem 4.1 is a special case of 1.1 with N s 1 and
f x , u , J )u s u a y bu y cJ )u 4.3 .  .  .
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 .the conditions in hypothesis H are all satisfied. Hence to study the
 .asymptotic behavior of the solution of 4.1 by Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 it
 .suffices to construct a suitable pair of upper and lower solutions of 4.2 .
 .In view of the mixed quasimonotone property of f ?, u, J )u , upper and
lower solutions u , u are required to satisfy the relationÄ Ãs s
yLu G u a y bu y cuÄ Ä Ä Ã .s s s s
in V
yLu F u a y bu y cuÃ Ã Ã Ä .s s s s
Bu G 0 G Bu on ­ V . 4.4 .Ä Ãs s
Notice that the above requirement is not the same as that in standard
elliptic boundary-value problems.
 .Let l , f x be the smallest eigenvalue and its corresponding positive0
 .normalized eigenfunction of the eigenvalue problem
Lf q la x f s 0 in V , Bf s 0 on ­ V . 4.5 .  .
 .  .It is well known that l ) 0 when b x k 0 and l s 0 when b x ' 0.0 0
 .Moreover, problem 4.2 has only the trivial solution u s 0 if l G 1 ands 0
U  .  w x.it has a unique positive solution u x if l - 1 cf. 9 . Since for anys 0
constant M G arb in V the pair u s M and u s 0 satisfy the inequali-Ä Ãs s
 .  .ties in 4.4 , they are coupled upper and lower solutions of 4.2 . This
implies that there exist nonnegative quasisolutions u , u which satisfys s
the relation
yLu s u a y bu y cu .s s s s in V
yLu s u a y bu y cu .s s s s
Bu s Bu s 0 on ­ V 4.6 .s s
 w x.  .cf. 12 . Moreover, by choosing M G h t, x in Q , Theorem 2.2 ensures0
 .  .  .that problem 4.1 has a unique global solution u* t, x and 0 F u* t, x F
 .  .  .M for all t ) 0, x g V. In view of Theorem 3.2, u x F u* t, x F u xs s
as t ª `.
 .To investigate the asymptotic limit of u* t, x as t ª ` we first consider
m. 4the case l G 1. Since u and u are the limits of the sequences u ,0 s s
m. 0. 0. 4  .  .u governed by 3.4 with u s M, u s 0, and f x, u, J )u is given
m. .by 4.3 we see that u s 0 for all m and u is a solution of the scalars
boundary-value problem
yLU s U a y bU in V , BU s 0 on ­ V . 4.7 .  .s s s s
 .But U s 0 is the only solution of 4.7 when l G 1 we see that u s u ss 0 s s
 .0. It follows from Theorem 3.2 that u* t, x ª 0 as t ª `. The arbitrari-
ness of M implies that the trivial solution is globally asymptotically stable
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 .with respect to nonnegative initial perturbations . On the other hand, if
 . U  .l - 1 then problem 4.2 has a unique positive solution u x . Unlike the0 s
 .problem without time delay it is not clear whether the solution u* t, x
 .  w x.converges to u* x without additional conditions cf. 12, 14, 15, 18 . We
 .  .show that if b ) c in V then u* t, x ª u* x as t ª ` for a class of
 .initial functions h t, x when the time delay is infinite and for every
 .  .h t, x G 0 with h 0, x / 0 when the time delay is finite. To show this, we
w xuse some results from 12 which state that for any positive constants r, d
with 1 F r - brc and d sufficiently small the pair u s rU and u s dUÄ Ãs s s s
 .are coupled upper and lower solutions of 4.2 , and the corresponding
Uquasisolutions u , u are equal and coincide with the positive solution u ,s s s
 .where U is the unique positive solution of 4.7 . In view of Theorem 3.2s
 .  .  :these results imply that the solution u* t, x of 4.1 with h g dU , rUs s
U  .converges to u x as t ª `. Since by the comparison principle fors
 .parabolic boundary-value problems without time delay, u* t, x ) 0 in V
 . Ufor some t ) 0 the arbitrary smallness of d ) 0 implies that u* t, x ª u1 s
for any nontrivial nonnegative h F rU . Furthermore, if the delay is finites
w x  . w xand I s yr, 0 continuous or discrete then the argument in 12 shows
 .  .that for any nonnegative h t, x with h 0, x k 0 there exists a finite
 .t* ) 0 such that dU F u* t, x F rU for t* y r F t F t*, x g V. As as s
U  .consequence of Theorem 3.3 and u s u s u the solution u* t, xs s s
U  .converges to u x as t ª `. To summarize the above conclusions wes
have the following
 .  .THEOREM 4.1. Let l be the smallest eigen¨alue of 4.5 and let u* t, x0
 .  .  .be the solution of 4.1 with h t, x G 0 and h 0, x k 0. Then as t ª `,
 .  . U  .  .u* t, x ª 0 if l G 1, and u* t, x ª u x if l - 1, b ) c and h t, x F0 s 0
rU , where 1 F r - brc and uU and U are the respecti¨ e positi¨ e solutions ofs s s
 .  .4.2 and 4.7 . Moreo¨er, for finite continuous or discrete time delay the
 . U  .  .  .con¨ergence of u* t, x to u x holds for e¨ery h t, x G 0 with h 0, x k 0.s
( )B A Volterra]Lotka Cooperati¨ e Model
We next consider a diffusive Volterra]Lotka cooperative model
between two species u, ¨ in the form
u y D =2 u s u a q b u q c J )¨ .t 1 1 1 1 2 t ) 0, x g V .2¨ y D = ¨ s ¨ a q b J )u y c ¨ .t 2 2 2 1 2 4.8 .
Bu s 0, B¨ s 0 t ) 0, x g ­ V .
u t , x s h t , x , ¨ t , x s h t , x t g I , x g V , .  .  .  .  .1 2 i
where D , a , b , and c , i s 1, 2, are positive constants, the boundaryi i i i
 .operator B is the same as that in 4.1 , and J )u and J )¨ are given1 2
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 .in the form 1.4 with either discrete or finite continuous delays. The
 .corresponding steady-state problem of 4.8 is given by
yD =2 u s u a y b u q c ¨ in V , Bu s 0 on ­ V .1 1 1 1
4.9 .
y D =2 ¨ s ¨ a q b u y c ¨ in V , B¨ s 0 on ­ V . .2 2 2 2
 .The dynamics of the system 4.8 in relation to the steady-state solutions
 .  .of 4.9 for the case without time delay i.e., r s r s 0 has been treated1 2
w x w x  w x.  .in 9 . It is known from 9 see also 1, 4 that problem 4.9 has only the
 .trivial solution 0, 0 if a F D l and it has at least the trivial andi i 0
 .  .  .semitrivial solutions 0, 0 , U , 0 , 0, V if a ) D l , i s 1, 2, where l iss s i i 0 0
 . 2  .the smallest eigenvalue of 4.5 with L s = and a x ' 1, and U and Vs s
are the respective positive solutions of the scalar boundary-value problems
2 w xyD = U s U a y b U in V , B U s 0 on ­ V .1 s s 1 1 s s
4.10 .
2 w xy D = V s V a y c V in V , B V s 0 on ­ V . .2 s s 2 2 s s
 .Moreover, for the case a ) D l , problem 4.9 has a positive maximali i 0
 .  .solution u ' u , ¨ and a positive minimal solution u ' u , ¨ ifs s s s s s
b c - b c , and it has no positive solution if b c ) b c . Concerning the2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
 .dynamics of the time-dependent system 4.8 without delays we have the
w xfollowing results from 9 .
 .  .  .THEOREM B. Let u, ¨ be the local solution of 4.8 corresponding to
 .  .r s 0, h ' h x with h x k 0, i s 1, 2. If a - D l and b c F b c ,i i i i i i 0 2 1 1 2
 .  .i s 1, 2, then u, ¨ exists globally and con¨erges to 0, 0 as t ª `. On the
 .  .other hand, if a ) D l , i s 1, 2, then for h , h F U , V the solutioni i 0 1 2 s s
 .  .u,¨ exists globally and con¨erges to u , ¨ if b c - b c , and it blows-ups s 2 1 1 2
in finite-time if b c ) b c . Moreo¨er the finite time blowing-up property of2 1 1 2
 .  .  .u, ¨ holds for e¨ery nontri¨ ial h , h G 0, 0 if b c ) b c , and for1 2 2 1 1 2
 .suitably large h , h if b c - b c .1 2 2 1 1 2
 .For the problem 4.8 with delay we apply Theorems 2.2 and 3.2 to
investigate any possible effect of the delay on the asymptotic behavior of
the solution. We first consider the case a - D l , i s 1, 2. Since in thisi i 0
 .  .case problem 4.9 has only the trivial solution 0, 0 , the asymptotic
behavior of the solution can be determined by a suitable pair of upper and
 .  .lower solutions. Here the reaction function f ' f , f in 4.8 is quasi-1 2
monotone nondecreasing for all u G 0, ¨ G 0, and therefore the require-
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 .  .ments of an upper solution of 4.8 , denoted by u, ¨ , becomeÄ
u y D =2 u G u a y b u q c J )¨Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä .t 1 1 1 1 2
2¨ y D = ¨ G ¨ a q b J )u y c ¨Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä . 4.11 .t 2 2 2 1 2
Bu G 0, B¨ G 0Ä Ä
u t , x G h t , x , ¨ t , x G h t , x . .  .  .  .Ä Ä1 2
 .Similarly, a lower solution u, ¨ is required to satisfy the inequalities inÃ Ã
 .  .  .  .4.11 in reversed order. It is obvious from h , h G 0, 0 that u, ¨ sÃ Ã1 2
 .  .0, 0 is a lower solution. We seek an upper solution in the form u, ¨ sÄ Ä
 ya t ya t .  .  .r e f, r e f , where f ' f x is the normalized positive eigen-1 2
 .function of 4.5 corresponding to l , and r , r and a are some positive0 1 2
 .  .  .constants to be chosen. By 4.5 , u, ¨ satisfies the inequalities in 4.11 ifÄ Ä
ya t  .  i.r e f G h t, x in Q andi i 0
ya q D l G a y b r eya tf q c J ) r eya tf .1 0 1 1 1 1 2 2
4.12 .
y a q D l G a q b J ) r eya tf y c r eya tf . .2 0 2 2 1 1 2 2
 .  .Since by 1.4 and 1.7 ,
riya t ya  tys. ya  tyr .iJ ) r e f s J s, x r e f ds F r e f . . Hi i i i i
0
for finite continuous delay, and
J ) r eya tf s r eya  tyr i.f .i i i
 .for discrete delay, where i s 1, 2, relation 4.12 holds if
D l y a y a G eya tf c r ea r2 y b r .1 0 1 1 2 1 1
D l y a y a G eya tf b r ea r1 y c r . .2 0 2 2 1 2 2
In view of a - D l there exists a sufficiently small a ) 0 such that bothi l 0
inequalities are satisfied whenever c r F b r and b r F c r , or1 2 1 1 2 1 2 2
equivalently, c rb F r rr F c rb . Hence if b c F b c then there1 1 1 2 2 2 2 1 1 2
 .exist arbitrarily large r , r and a small a ) 0 such that u, ¨ is a positiveÄ Ä1 2
 .  .upper solution. By Theorem 2.2, a unique global solution u, ¨ to 4.8
exists and satisfies the relation
0, 0 F u , ¨ F r eya tf , r eya tf .  .  .1 2
whenever it holds in Q . It follows from the arbitrariness of r , r that for0 1 2
 .  .any nonnegative h , h the corresponding solution u, ¨ converges to1 2
 .0, 0 as t ª `.
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w xWe next consider the case a ) D l , i s 1, 2. It has been shown in 9i i 0
that if b c - b c then for any positive constants r and d with r G2 1 1 2 i
 4max U rs , V rs and d sufficiently small, wheres 1 s 2 i
s s a c q a c r b c y b c , .  .1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
s s a b q a b r b c y b c .  .2 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1
 .  .the pair u ' rs , rs and u ' d f, d f are ordered upper andÄ Ãs 1 2 s 1 2
 .  .lower solutions of 4.9 . This implies that problem 4.9 has a positive
 .  .maximal solution u ' u , ¨ and a positive minimal solution u s u , ¨s s s s s s
such that
d f , d f F u , ¨ F u , ¨ F rs , rs . .  .  . .1 2 s s s s 1 2
 .  :Moreover, u , ¨ is the unique positive solution in the sector 0, Us s s
 .  w x.where U s U , V cf. 9 . Hence by choosing d sufficiently small and rs s s i
 :sufficiently large Theorem 3.2 ensures that the sector u , u is a globals s
 .  .attractor of the time-dependent system 4.8 for all h t, x G 0 withi
 .h 0, x ) 0, i s 1, 2. In fact, since by the maximum principle the solutioni
 .  :u, ¨ is positive in V for t ) 0, the sector u , u is a global attractor fors s
 .all nonnegative h with h 0, x k 0. Furthermore, the quasimonotonei i
 .nondecreasing property of f , f , and the uniqueness of the solution1 2
 .  :  .  :  .u , ¨ in 0, U imply that for any h , h g 0, U with h 0, x k 0 thes s s 1 2 s i
 .  .solution u, ¨ converges to u , ¨ as t ª `.s s
 .On the other hand, if b c ) b c then problem 4.9 has no positive2 1 1 2
 .  .solution, and for any nonnegative h , h with h 0, x k 0 the solution of1 2 i
 .  .4.8 without time delays i.e., r s r s 0 blows up in finite time. How-1 2
ever, for the problem with finite time delay, the values of J )u and J )¨1 2
 x  .are known in D ' 0, r = V and the two equations for u and ¨ in 4.8r
 4are uncoupled in D , where r s min r , r . It follows that a uniquer 1 2
 .  . w xsolution u, ¨ to 4.8 exists in 0, r = V. This implies that J )u and1
 x  .J )¨ are known in the domain r, 2 r = V, and therefore problem 4.82
  .  ..  .with the initial function u r, x , ¨ r, x has a unique solution u, ¨ in
w x  .r, 2 r = V. By the existence-uniqueness result of Theorem 2.2, u, ¨ is
 . w xthe unique solution of 4.8 in 0, 2 r = V. A continuation of this process
 .  .shows that problem 4.8 has a unique global solution u, ¨ for any
 .  .  .  .nonnegative h , h . In particular, if h , h s u , ¨ ' d f, d f thenÃ Ã1 2 1 2 s s 1 2
 .by Theorem 3.1 the corresponding solution u, ¨ is monotone nondecreas-
 .ing in t. This implies that u, ¨ must grow unbounded as t ª `, for if this
 .  .were not true then u, ¨ would converge to a positive solution of 4.9
 .contrary to the fact that problem 4.9 has no positive solution when
b c ) b c . Since d and d can be chosen arbitrarily small and every2 1 1 2 1 2
 .  .  .  .  .solution u, ¨ of 4.8 satisfies the relation u, ¨ G u, ¨ when h , h G1 2
 .  .d f, d f we see that all positive solutions of 4.8 grows unbounded in V1 2
as t ª `. The above results lead to the following conclusion.
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 .THEOREM 4.2. Gi¨ en any nonnegati¨ e initial function h , h with1 2
 .  .  .h 0, x k 0, i s 1, 2, problem 4.8 with finite delay continuous or discretei
 .  .has a unique global solution u, ¨ . This solution con¨erges to 0, 0 as t ª `
if a - D l and b c F b c , i s 1, 2. When a ) D l and b c - b c ,i i 0 2 1 1 2 i i 0 2 1 1 2
 .  :  .  .u, ¨ is attracted to the sector u , u , and if h , h F U , V thens s 1 2 s s
 .  .u, ¨ ª u , ¨ as t ª `. On the other hand, if a ) D l and b c ) b cs s i i 0 2 1 1 2
 .then u, ¨ grows unbounded as t ª `.
( .C The Oregonator in a Chemical Reaction
Our final application is concerned with a chemical reaction model,
called oregonator, which involves a system of three equations with non-
quasimonotone reaction function. This model is given in the form
u y D =2 u s u a y b u y c ¨ q d J )¨ .t 1 1 1 1 1 2
¨ y D =2 ¨ s ya ¨ y b u¨ q d J )wt 2 2 2 2 3
w y D =2 w s ya w q d J )u 4.13 .t 3 3 3 1
B u s 0, B ¨ s 0, B w s 01 2 3
u t , x s h t , x , ¨ t , x s h t , x , w t , x s h t , x .  .  .  .  .  .1 2 3
where D , a , b , c , and d , i s 1, 2, 3, are positive constants and J )ui i i i i i i
 .  .  .with u , u , u s u, ¨ , w are given by 1.4 . The above model without1 2 3
time delay is a modified version of the well-known Belousov]Zhabotinskii
reaction mechanism and has been given considerable attention in the
 w x.  .literature e.g., see 2, 9, 17 . Here the reaction function f ' f , f , f is1 2 3
not mixed quasimonotone unless c s 0 or d s 0. In view of Definition1 1
 .  .2.1 upper and lower solutions, denoted by u, ¨ , w and u, ¨ , w , respec-Ä Ä Ä Ã Ã Ã
 . tively, are required to satisfy the boundary-initial inequalities in 2.1 with
.h s 0, i s 1, 2, 3 and the differential inequalitiesi
u y D =2 u G u a y b u y c ¨ q d J )¨Ä Ä Ä Ä Ã Ä .1 1 1 1 1 1 2
¨ y D =2 ¨ G ya ¨ y b u¨ q d J )wÄ Ä Ä ÃÄ Ät 2 2 2 2 3
w y D =2 w G ya w q d J )uÄ Ä Ä Ät 3 3 3 1
4.14 .
u y D =2 u F u a y b u y c ¨ q d J )¨Ã Ã Ã Ã Ä Ã .t 1 1 1 1 1 2
¨ y D =2 ¨ F ya ¨ y b u¨ q d J )wÃ Ã Ã ÄÃ Ãt 2 2 2 2 3
w y D =2 w F ya w q d J )u.Ã Ã Ã Ãt 3 3 3 1
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 .  .It is easy to see that the constant pair u, ¨ , w s M , M , M andÄ Ä Ä 1 2 3
 .  .  .u, ¨ , w s 0, 0, 0 satisfy all the inequalities in 4.14 and the boundary-Ã Ã Ã
 .initial requirements in 2.1 if
0 G M a y b M q d J ) M .1 1 1 1 1 2 2
0 G ya M q d J ) M2 2 2 3 3
0 G ya M q d J ) M .3 3 3 1 1
Since J ) M s M , i s 1, 2, 3, the above requirements are fulfilled by anyi i i
positive constants M such thati
a d d d d d d1 1 2 3 2 3 3
M G q , M s M , M s M .1 2 1 3 1b b a a a a a1 1 2 3 2 3 3
By choosing M sufficiently large, if necessary, we conclude that the pair1
 .  .M ' M , M , M and 0 ' 0, 0, 0 are coupled upper and lower solutions1 2 3
 .  .of 4.13 for any nonnegative h , h , h . It is obvious that this pair are1 2 3
also coupled upper and lower solutions of the steady-state problem of
 .  .4.13 . By Theorem 2.2, problem 4.13 has a unique global solution
q .u ' u, ¨ , w such that 0 F u F M in R = V. Moreover if a F D l and1 1 0
 . 2d s 0, where l is the smallest eigenvalue of 4.5 with L s = , B s B1 0 1
 .  .and a x s 1, then the steady-state problem of 4.13 has only the trivial
0. 0. w x.solution 0 cf. 9 . Since by using u s M and u s 0 as the coupled
 .  .  .initial iterations in 3.4 with f ' f , f , f given by the functions in 4.131 2 3
 .  m.4and h s h s h s 0 the sequence u consists of the single element1 2 3 s
m. m. m. m. 4  40 all for m while the sequence u ' u , ¨ , w is governed bys
2 m. m. my1. my1. my1.yD = u q K u s K u q u a y b u .1 1 1 1 1
2 m. m. my1. my1.y D = ¨ q K ¨ s K y a ¨ q d w .2 2 2 2 2
2 m. m. my1. my1.y D = w q K w s K y a w q d u .3 3 3 3 3
m. m. m.B u s B ¨ s B w s 0.1 2 3
m. m.It follows from a F D l that u ª 0 as m ª `, and therefore w ª1 1 0
m. m.0 and ¨ ª 0 as m ª `. This leads to u s u s 0 where u s lim us s s s
 .as m ª `. Since f , f , f is mixed quasimonotone when d s 0 we have1 2 3 1
the following conclusion from Theorem 3.2.
 .  .THEOREM 4.3. Gi¨ en any h , h , h G 0, 0, 0 there exist positi¨ e con-1 2 3
 .  .stants M , i s 1, 2, 3, such that a unique global solution u, ¨ , w to 4.13i
exists and satisfies the relation
0, 0, 0 F u , ¨ , w F M , M , M t ) 0, x g V . .  .  .  .1 2 3
 .  .Moreo¨er, u, ¨ , w ª 0, 0, 0 as t ª ` if a F D l and d s 0.1 1 0 1
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